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Summary

1. Shifts in the timing of flowering are a conspicuous biological signal of climate change. These
shifts have been documented across the globe for diverse communities. Although many species are
flowering earlier, others have exhibited no shifts or delays in flowering.
2. How species respond phenologically will shape interactions both with other community members
and with the abiotic environment, altering fitness, abundance and ultimately persistence.
3. To understand if variability in phenological response is influenced by evolutionary history, we
tested for phylogenetic signal in shifts in flowering onset for 13 communities representing 116 fami-
lies across the Northern Hemisphere. We compared the fit of models of neutral evolution (Brownian
Motion) with models that incorporate selection (Ornstein–Uhlenbeck).
4. We found significant signal in whether species had shifted and the magnitude of response, with
both traits conforming to an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck model of trait evolution.
5. Synthesis. These results show there is global phylogenetic signal in the direction and magnitude
of shifts in flowering onset and indicate selection has shaped flowering time responses of related
species under climate change; thus, environmentally determined optima may constrain whether and
to what degree species respond phenologically to climate change. Our findings further demonstrate
the value of testing for phylogenetic signal across multiple communities and comparing multiple
models of trait evolution.

Key-words: Blomberg’s K, Brownian motion, flowering onset, Ornstein–Uhlenbeck, Pagel’s
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Introduction

Flowering plants across the Northern Hemisphere are exhibit-
ing shifts in the timing of life-history events. These phenolog-
ical shifts are associated with changes in climatic cues,
including altered temperatures and precipitation patterns, and
thus provide a strong biological signal of global climate
change (Fitter & Fitter 2002). The magnitude and direction of
phenological shifts are variable, even among species in the
same communities. For example, flowering onset has shifted
to varying extents among species within urban, semi-arid,
woodland, prairie and subalpine communities (Bradley et al.
1999; Abu-Asab et al. 2001; Crimmins, Crimmins & Ber-
telsen 2011; Calinger, Queenborough & Curtis 2013; Cara-
Donna, Iler & Inouye 2014), with some species showing
advances and others showing delays or no change. The dura-
tion of flowering has changed, as well, with the flowering
periods of some species lengthening and others shortening

with shifts in the onset of flowering (CaraDonna, Iler &
Inouye 2014; Rafferty, Bertelsen & Bronstein 2016).
The timing of flowering has important consequences for

both ecological and evolutionary processes. For example,
flowering time can shape interactions, dictating resource avail-
ability for other community members and trophic levels, such
as pollinators and florivores. Flowering time can also have a
large influence on the fitness of individuals and demography
of populations (Franks 2015). In some cases, climate change-
driven shifts in flowering phenology have caused mismatches
between interacting species. Interactions between spring-flow-
ering forbs and pollinating bumblebees have been disrupted
when warm temperatures have led to advanced flowering,
resulting in depressed seed set (Kudo & Ida 2013). Theoreti-
cal models suggest such shifts in flowering time and resulting
mismatches with pollinators can lead to co-extinction,
depending on the densities and phenologies of other commu-
nity members (Gilman et al. 2012). On the other hand, exper-
imental studies indicate mismatches are unlikely in some
communities (Rafferty & Ives 2011), and data from historical
specimens show some plants and pollinating insects are*Correspondence author. E-mail: nicole.rafferty@wsu.edu
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maintaining synchrony under climate change (Bartomeus
et al. 2011). Regardless of whether phenological shifts lead to
complete mismatches, they will almost certainly alter interac-
tion strengths, their costs and benefits, and thus selection.
What factors shape the flowering times of individuals, pop-

ulations and species? The genes underlying flowering time
have been well-characterized (e.g., Putterill, Laurie & Mack-
night 2004; Jung & M€uller 2009), and abiotic variables such
as temperature and photoperiod are known to be important
triggers of flowering (reviewed by Wilczek et al. 2010). Scal-
ing up, genetic variation in flowering time, as well as sea-
sonal patterns and interannual variation in climatic variables,
shape flowering at the population level, along with mutualis-
tic, facilitative and antagonistic interactions. At the species
level, flowering time can be shaped by evolutionary con-
straint, adaptive plasticity or environmental differences that
shape responses independently of evolutionary history
(reviewed by Elzinga et al. 2007).
One way to determine whether evolutionary history or

environmental differences shape flowering responses to cli-
mate change is to test for phylogenetic signal. We adopt
here the definition of phylogenetic signal used by Blomberg,
Garland & Ives (2003): the tendency for closely related spe-
cies to be similar in phenotype. Although few studies have
tested for phylogenetic signal in shifts in flowering phenol-
ogy, findings have been mixed and interpretations have dif-
fered. For example, using phenological responsiveness,
defined as the effect of temperature on flowering date, Calin-
ger, Queenborough & Curtis (2013) did not find phyloge-
netic signal in a data set of 161 species assembled from
herbarium records in Ohio, USA. Similarly, CaraDonna &
Inouye (2015) did not detect signal in phenological sensitiv-
ity of first flowering to temperature or snowmelt date in a
subalpine community of 60 species in Colorado, USA. Davis
et al. (2010) found significant signal in the correlation
between date of first bloom and seasonal temperature varia-
tion (i.e. flowering time tracking) for 167 and 323 species
but not in shifts in flowering time for 342 and 323 species
for two communities in the USA and UK. However, Willis
et al. (2008) found both flowering time tracking (for 175
species) and shift in flowering time (for 319 species) from
1850 to 1900 were phylogenetically conserved for a commu-
nity in Massachusetts, USA.
To date, almost all tests for phylogenetic signal in flow-

ering time shifts have used data from a single community
or region (but see Davis et al. 2010), from which species
relatedness and local environmental conditions (phylogeo-
graphic clustering) cannot be easily disentangled. Further-
more, previous studies have been limited to testing for
signal according to a Brownian motion (BM) model of trait
evolution: a model of neutral evolution which posits that
trait evolution is proportional to branch lengths, or time
since species shared a common ancestor (e.g., Blomberg,
Garland & Ives 2003; Butler & King 2004). However,
shifts in flowering time may reflect adaptive processes
shaped by selection, which can be better captured by an
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) model of trait evolution. Under

an OU model, selection is incorporated in the form of a
selective optimum, which differs from BM where only drift
is expected (Butler & King 2004).
To understand whether drift or selection has shaped flower-

ing time responses, we assembled a global data set on shifts
in flowering onset from 13 locations across the Northern
Hemisphere, spanning diverse ecological communities and
116 families. We used these data to test for phylogenetic sig-
nal, considering both neutral models of trait evolution and
models that incorporate selection. We addressed the ques-
tions: (i) Is there phylogenetic signal in whether species have
shifted in flowering onset? (ii) Is there phylogenetic signal
among species in the magnitude of the response of flowering
onset? (iii) What model of trait evolution best describes these
flowering onset responses?

Materials and methods

We surveyed the literature for data sets on flowering onset and com-
piled a list of studies spanning at least 20 years, with a minimum of
four data points through time per species (after compilation, all usable
data sets had at least seven data points through time per species). We
searched systematically using Web of Science (using the terms ‘flow-
ering’ and ‘phenolog’) and also followed references to other studies
within papers we located. Several data sets were not included because
either they did not meet these criteria, or the requisite data for deter-
mining shifts in flowering time were not available. We assembled 15
data sets from across the Northern Hemisphere, ranging in duration
from 29 to 172 years from 1837 to 2012 (Table 1). The data come
from a diversity of habitats and include forbs, grasses, shrubs and
trees. From all 15 data sets, we extracted information on whether spe-
cies had shifted in flowering onset. When that summary information
was not available, we used the raw data to test for shifts using simple
linear regressions of year against day of year of first bloom. Species
shifts in flowering onset were coded as: 1 for significant delay; 0 for
no shift; �1 for significant advance. In a second analysis, we used a
continuous measure of shift, the slope of the relationship between first
flowering and year, which we could extract or calculate for only eight
of the data sets that either reported slopes or provided raw data from
which they could be calculated.

Three of the data sets (Bradley et al. 1999; Miller-Rushing & Pri-
mack 2008; Ellwood et al. 2013) have species in common from the
same locations but for differing time spans. We therefore combined
data from these three studies to yield the longest time series possible
for species for which data were available in multiple data sets. For
example, the data for Sisyrinchium campestre as reported in Bradley
et al. (1999) indicate there has been no shift in flowering onset for
this species; however, updating those data to include more recent phe-
nological observations as reported in Ellwood et al. (2013) yielded a
significant shift to earlier flowering. We therefore coded S. campestre
as shifting earlier in our aggregate data set.

For analyses of the pooled data sets, we averaged the data for shift
or slope for species for which we had multiple records from different
communities because each species is represented only once in the
phylogenies and can have only a single value per trait. Mean
responses (averaged for 2–7 records per species) were used for 133
(10�7%) of the 1245 species used for phylogenetic analyses with shift
as the trait; mean responses (averaged for 2–4 records per species)
were used for 70 (11�6%) of the 606 species used for phylogenetic
analyses with slope as the trait.
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To test for phylogenetic signal, we used two phylogenetic trees
that were constructed to address similar questions by Davies et al.
(2013). The first of the Davies et al. (2013) trees comprises 4494
taxa, was constructed using the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group 3 tree
as the backbone in Phylomatic (Webb & Donoghue 2005) and is
25% resolved (hereafter the ‘Phylomatic tree’). Following Davies
et al. (2013), we also used a molecular phylogeny that differs in
topology for comparison; this tree was calibrated with penalized like-
lihood and is fully resolved for 1246 genera (hereafter the ‘molecular
tree’). Both trees are available in Davies et al. (2013). Our aggregate
data set for shift covered 1245 (27�7%) of the species in the Phylo-
matic tree and 582 (46�7%) of the genera in the molecular tree. Our
aggregate data set for slope covered 610 (13�6%) of the species in the
Phylomatic tree and 328 (26�3%) of the genera in the molecular tree.
We added species to the molecular tree as polytomies (Davies et al.
2013), resulting in trees with 1172 and 585 species for shift and
slope, respectively. A handful of species in our data set were not
included in the Phylomatic tree, and some genera were not in the
molecular tree; we removed these species/genera (n = 14/55) from
our compiled data set.

We tested for phylogenetic signal in (i) whether and in what direc-
tion shifts have occurred (‘shift’) and (ii) the magnitude of shifts
(‘slope’) based on the variance of phylogenetically independent con-
trasts (PIC) for our empirical data set relative to the variance of PIC
for randomly reshuffled species identities across the trait data set (iter-
ated 20 000 times). P-values assess the fraction of reshuffled data sets
that have lower PIC variance scores than our empirical data set, as
implemented in the R library ‘picante’ (Kembel et al. 2010; R Core
Team 2016).

We also used Blomberg’s K (Blomberg, Garland & Ives 2003) and
Pagel’s k (Pagel 1999) to measure the strength of signal relative to a
BM model of trait evolution. K ranges from almost 0 to greater than
1, whereas k ranges from 0 to 1; for both measures, values of 1 indi-
cate BM evolution. Values of K less than 1 indicate related species
resemble each other less than would be expected under BM, implying
selection over drift, whereas values of K greater than 1 indicate
related species resemble each other more than would be expected
under BM (Blomberg, Garland & Ives 2003), also implying selection.
Because K can depend on tree resolution, and the Phylomatic tree
was only 25% resolved, we thinned the tree to eliminate terminal
polytomies as recommended by Davies et al. (2012). After randomly
removing species to leave only one per node, we then iteratively esti-
mated K on the thinned trees, performing 30 iterations each for the
phylogenies used to test for signal in shift and slope. We followed
the same procedure to thin the molecular tree (which is fully resolved
to genus level but to which species were added as polytomies). For
our analyses using individual data sets, we present K values for
unthinned trees because no trees were less than 60% resolved (Davies
et al. 2012). However, we note that K values for thinned trees were
similar. K and k were calculated using the R library ‘phytools’ (Rev-
ell 2012), which provides P-values for the K statistic itself, gained by
reshuffling species identities in the trait data set, calculating K for
each iteration, and comparing the observed K to this null K distribu-
tion. The ‘phytools’ library also provides P-values for k by perform-
ing a likelihood ratio test against the null hypothesis that k = 0. We
performed each of these tests for the pooled data sets and each indi-
vidual data set, using both the Phylomatic and the molecular trees.
We excluded two data sets (Menzel, Estrella & Fabian 2001 and

Table 1. Data set references, locations, time spans (duration in years), habitats represented, number of species included in each data set, and
whether data on shifts in flowering onset, slopes of flowering onset or both were used

Reference Location Time span (duration) Habitat No. species Flowering response

Abu-Asab et al. (2001) Washington DC, USA 1970–1999 (29) Metropolitan area 100 Shift, Slope
Bolmgren, Vanhoenacker &
Miller-Rushing (2013)

Sweden 1934–2006 (72) Temperate farm 25 Shift

Bradley et al. (1999) Wisconsin, USA 1936–1945, 1977–1998,
1999–2007 added
for present study (38)

Tallgrass prairie 33 Shift, Slope

Calinger, Queenborough &
Curtis (2013)

Ohio, USA 1895–2009 (115) Temperate woodland
and grassland

141 Shift

CaraDonna, Iler &
Inouye (2014)

Colorado, USA 1974–2012 (38) Subalpine meadows 60 Shift, Slope

Crimmins, Crimmins &
Bertelsen (2010, 2011)

Arizona, USA 1984–2003 (29);
1984–2009 (35)

Semi-arid montane 428; 240 Shift

Dunnell & Travers (2011) North Dakota and
Minnesota, USA

1910–1961,
2007–2010 (54)

Temperate woodland
and grassland

23 Shift, Slope

Ellwood et al. (2013) Massachusetts;
Wisconsin, USA

1852–1858, 1878,
1888–1902, 2004–2006,
2008–2012; 1935–1945,
1977–2012 (66)

Temperate forest,
wetland; tallgrass prairie

32; 23 Shift, Slope

Fitter & Fitter (2002) Oxfordshire, England 1954–2000 (56) Temperate woodland
and grassland

372 Shift, Slope

Menzel, Estrella &
Fabian (2001)

Germany 1951–1996 (45) Various 5 Shift, Slope

Miller-Rushing &
Primack (2008)

Massachusetts, USA 1852–1858, 1878,
1888–1902,
2004–2006 (123)

Temperate forest
and wetland

43 Shift, Slope

Moln�ar et al. (2012) Hungary 1837–2009,
1980–2011 (172, 31)

Various 39 Shift, Slope

Ovaskainen et al. (2013) Karelia, Russia 1960–2010 (50) Boreal forest 66 Shift, Slope
Panchen et al. (2012) Pennsylvania, USA 1840–2010 (150) Greater metropolitan area 28 Shift, Slope
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Moln�ar et al. 2012) from the individual community analyses because
after pruning only 3 and 10 species remained respectively.

We also tested the fit of an OU model of trait evolution to deter-
mine if shifts in flowering phenology might be constrained by stabi-
lizing selection. We fit a single-optimum OU model for the pooled
data and each data set, using both trees. Tests of OU model fit and
significance were performed with the R libraries ‘geiger’ (Harmon
et al. 2008), ‘phylolm’ (Ho & Ane 2014) and ‘OUwie’ (Beaulieu &
O’Meara 2015), using likelihood ratio tests to compare the fit of OU
vs. BM models.

Results

We found significant phylogenetic signal globally in both
flowering time response (whether and in what direction
species had shifted; PPIC = 0�001) and magnitude of
response (slope of flowering onset regressed against year;
PPIC = 0�02) using the Phylomatic tree (Table 2; Figs 1

and 2). For both traits (shift and slope), an OU model of
trait evolution fit better than a BM model (shift:
POU < 0�00001 and slope: POU < 0�00001; Tables 2–4).
Using the molecular tree, we detected significant signal in
shift (PPIC = 0�03) but failed to detect signal in slope
(PPIC = 0�16) in our global data set (Figures S3 and S4).
An OU model fit significantly better than a BM model for
both traits using the pooled data and the molecular tree
(Tables S1 and S2, Supporting Information).
At the individual community level using the Phylomatic

tree, we detected signal in only 2 of 13 communities: the
Oxfordshire, UK (Fitter & Fitter 2002) and Wisconsin, USA
(Bradley et al. 1999) communities (Tables 2 and 3). For the
Oxfordshire community, an OU model fit significantly better
than a BM model, whereas this was not the case for the Wis-
consin community. The Wisconsin community had the high-
est (and the only significant) K and k values for both traits,

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and tests for phylogenetic signal in shift in flowering onset using Phylomatic tree for pooled data and individual
data sets

Data set n PPIC K or Kthinned PK k Pk POU

Pooled 1245 0�001 0�17 � 0�003 0�17 0�34 <0�00001 <0�00001
Abu-Asab et al. (2001) 97 0�82 0�29 0�85 0�000072 1�00 <0�00001
Bolmgren, Vanhoenacker & Miller-Rushing (2013) 21 0�20 0�71 0�18 0�000076 1�00 0�054
Bradley et al. (1999) 46 0�001 0�81 0�003 1�07 <0�00001 0�097
Calinger, Queenborough & Curtis (2013) 128 0�24 0�28 0�34 0�18 0�24 <0�00001
CaraDonna, Iler & Inouye (2014) 57 0�40 0�36 0�53 0�000073 1�00 <0�00001
Crimmins, Crimmins & Bertelsen (2010, 2011) 535 0�94 0�12 0�94 0�052 0�11 <0�00001
Dunnell & Travers (2011) 23 0�90 0�15 1�00 0�000073 1�00 <0�00001
Fitter & Fitter (2002) 376 0�019 0�17 0�25 0�000067 1�00 <0�00001
Ellwood et al. (2013) 47 0�40 0�32 0�42 0�000069 1�00 <0�00001
Ovaskainen et al. (2013) 56 0�77 0�35 0�82 0�000072 1�00 <0�00001
Panchen et al. (2012) 20 0�81 0�61 0�85 0�000079 1�00 0�002

PPIC values give the significance of tests for phylogenetic signal using phylogenetically independent contrasts; PK and Pk values give the signifi-
cance of K or Kthinned (mean � SD) and k respectively; and POU values give the significance of a likelihood ratio test comparing the fit of an
OU vs. BM model. Significant P values are shown in bold.

Fig. 1. Phylogenetic distribution of shift in
flowering onset (ranging from �1 for
significantly earlier to 1 for significantly later)
on the Phylomatic tree topology for the pooled
data set. For a high-resolution image with
species names, see Figure S1. [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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approaching 1, suggesting trait evolution is shaped more by
drift than selection for species in that community. Using the
molecular tree, we detected signal in only the Wisconsin com-
munity. An OU model fit significantly better than a BM
model for each data set using the molecular tree (Tables S1
and S2).

Discussion

Shifts in flowering time, when analysed globally, show phylo-
genetic signal and are best explained by evolutionary models
that incorporate selection. Considering either the direction or
the magnitude of response, shifts in flowering onset conform
to an OU model of trait evolution. To our knowledge, this is
the first large-scale, multi-community phylogenetic analysis of
response of flowering onset to recent climate change. By test-
ing the fit of multiple models of trait evolution, we gained
information about how flowering plants have been shaped by
selection to adjust phenologically when climatic cues change.
Although previous work has focused solely on applying a
BM model of trait evolution to tests of phylogenetic signal in
flowering time (e.g., Davies et al. 2013; CaraDonna & Inouye
2015), we show that models that incorporate natural selection
may be more appropriate, particularly when multiple commu-
nities are analysed.

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic distribution of slope of
shift (ranging from �1�5 to 0�6) in flowering
onset on the Phylomatic tree topology for the
pooled data set. The asterisk on the scale
indicates the colour that corresponds to slope
near 0. For a high-resolution image with
species names, see Figure S2. [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and tests for phylogenetic signal in slope (flowering onset regressed against year) using Phylomatic tree for pooled
data and individual data sets

Data set n PPIC K or Kthinned PK k Pk POU

Pooled 610 0�02 0�24 � 0�005 0�07 0�000067 1�00 <0�00001
Abu-Asab et al. (2001) 97 0�96 0�26 0�97 0�000072 1�00 <0�00001
Bradley et al. (1999) 33 0�01 0�61 0�03 1�01 0�16 0�12
CaraDonna, Iler & Inouye (2014) 55 0�45 0�37 0�50 0�000073 1�00 <0�00001
Dunnell & Travers (2011) 23 0�60 0�41 0�54 0�22 0�45 0�0002
Ellwood et al. (2013) 31 0�28 0�46 0�28 0�35 0�20 0�0003
Fitter & Fitter (2002) 376 0�02 0�18 0�11 0�000067 1�00 <0�00001
Ovaskainen et al. (2013) 56 0�88 0�34 0�82 0�000072 1�00 <0�00001
Panchen et al. (2012) 20 0�89 0�58 0�87 0�000079 1�00 0�001

PPIC values give the significance of tests for phylogenetic signal using phylogenetically independent contrasts; PK and Pk values give the signifi-
cance of K or Kthinned (mean � SD) and k respectively; and POU values give the significance of a likelihood ratio test comparing the fit of an
OU vs. BM model. Significant P values are shown in bold.

Table 4. Log-likelihood values (LogLik) and sample sizes for differ-
ent models of trait evolution for shift and slope of flowering onset

Model

Shift Slope

LogLik n LogLik n

BM �956�5 1245 �64�5 610
OU �787�0**** 14�76****

BM = Brownian motion; OU = Ornstein–Uhlenbeck. Asterisks indi-
cate significance of likelihood ratio tests comparing model fits
(****P < 0�00001).
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When testing for phylogenetic signal within individual
plant communities, however, we failed to detect phylogenetic
signal in all but two communities. Similarly, using the molec-
ular tree, we failed to detect phylogenetic signal in the magni-
tude of shifts in flowering time (i.e. slope). Together, these
two results indicate that tree size and topology are influential,
suggesting numerous species are required for understanding
patterns of flowering time response across taxa and results
should be compared among trees that differ in resolution.
Overall, our results suggest it is important to test multiple
models of trait evolution when assessing phylogenetic signal
in phenological response traits and to look across communi-
ties to increase species representation.
Given that the onset of flowering represents an extreme

time point in the distribution of flowering times at the popula-
tion level, it is reasonable to expect selection to act on shifts
in onset. Thus, variance in shifts in flowering time should be
constrained, rather than increasing over time in an unbounded
way as would be predicted by a BM model (Butler & King
2004). Instead, each lineage evolves towards some optimal
plasticity in flowering onset. Such constrained responses in
flowering phenology are common, with many species requir-
ing vernalization and other climatic cues to initiate bloom,
thereby preventing plants from responding to short-term
anomalous cues that could trigger flowering at maladaptive
times (reviewed by Wilczek et al. 2010). Constraints on flow-
ering time may be further shaped by pollination mutualisms
where the partner may be similarly negatively affected by
unfavourable abiotic conditions encountered by early emer-
gence, for example.
Flowering time response to climate may oscillate around an

optimum within an adaptive zone (sensu Simpson 1953),
resulting in plastic responses to abiotic cues. Akin to the find-
ing that behavioural traits tend to show less signal than
expected under BM, indicating they are evolutionarily labile
(Blomberg, Garland & Ives 2003), flowering onset may be
evolutionarily labile to facilitate climate tracking by sedentary
organisms at the whim of their environment. Nonetheless, the
existence of an optimum means that when individuals fall
outside the adaptive zone, selection acts to return the popula-
tion towards the optimum. When climate variance increases,
as occurs with anthropogenic warming, stabilizing selection
may be displaced by directional selection if the adaptive zone
boundaries shift, thereby pushing the optimum towards or
beyond the edge of the old zone into a new zone.
Altogether, the results we report indicate that there is phy-

logenetic signal in the direction and magnitude of global
shifts in flowering onset in response to current climate
change. Furthermore, the phenological response of flowering
plants to climate change has been shaped by selection. Future
investigation of the abiotic and biotic factors that might con-
tribute to those optima would yield additional insight into the
constraints influencing plant responses to changing climatic
cues. In compiling data from phylogenetically diverse com-
munities from across the Northern Hemisphere and by com-
paring the fit of multiple models of trait evolution, we have
demonstrated the value of looking beyond single communities

and neutral models of trait evolution. Such global analyses,
which could be expanded by acquisition of data on the flow-
ering phenologies of plants in the tropics and Southern Hemi-
sphere, are valuable for understanding how ongoing climate
change will affect ecosystems over time.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this article:

Figure S1. High-resolution version of phylogenetic distribution of
shift in flowering onset on the Phylomatic tree topology for the
pooled data set with species names.

Figure S2. High-resolution version of phylogenetic distribution of
slope of shift in flowering onset on the Phylomatic tree topology for
the pooled data set with species names.

Figure S3. High-resolution version of phylogenetic distribution of
shift in flowering onset on the molecular tree topology for the pooled
data set with species names.

Figure S4. High-resolution version of phylogenetic distribution of
slope of shift in flowering onset on the molecular tree topology for
the pooled data set with species names.

Table S1. Descriptive statistics and tests for phylogenetic signal in
shift in flowering onset using molecular tree for pooled data and indi-
vidual data sets.

Table S2. Descriptive statistics and tests for phylogenetic signal in
slope of shift in flowering onset (flowering onset regressed against
year) using molecular tree for pooled data and individual data sets.
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